TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS FOR GETTING TO THE UNIVERSITY HOUSE ON REMINGTON

See map for overview of all routes. Use Google Map links below to select and program in your route of choice.

1 WALK
University House is a 16-minute walk or 1,841 steps from the center of campus starting at the Lory Student Center Plaza. If you’re starting at the South College Avenue Garage, the walk is about 8-minutes or 900 steps. From the garage use the College underpass trail and enjoy a stroll through the University Trial Gardens which are in bloom many months of the year.

- Run a Google Maps walking route from your location to University House

2 BIKE
Bike the College underpass trail and lock up your bike at the bike rack on the east side of the University House.

- Run a Google Maps Biking route from your location to University House

3 SPIN E-SCOOTER AND E-BIKE
Don’t have a bike on campus but want to roll to University House? No worries! Find availability and check out Spin vehicles across campus through the Spin app.

- Run a Google Maps Spin route from your location to University House

4 THE MAX
Take the Max to the Prospect Station stop by the University Health Center, and walk about 10-12 minutes via the College underpass trail.

- Run a Google Maps MAX route from your location to University House

5 AROUND THE HORN
Take the Horn to the Pitkin Street stop just east of the Biology building, then walk the 10-12 minutes on the College underpass trail.

- Run a Google Maps Horn route from your location to University House

6 PARKING
CSU permit parking is available on the east and north sides of the University Center for the Arts, or in the South College Avenue Garage. Street parking in the neighborhood is not recommended as it is permit restricted and enforced. One ADA parking space and one unmarked space behind the University House on Remington should be used by those that need ADA accommodation.
Visit the Parking and Transportation Services website or call (970) 491-7041 for the most current transportation information.

Suggested routes starting from Lory Student Center Plaza

- Walking (16 minutes)
  - Biking or E-Scooter (5 minutes)

- Horn (14 minutes)
  - Walk to University & Libbie Coy
  - Get off at Libbie Coy and Pitkin
  - Walk to University House

- Max (14 minutes)
  - Walk to University Station
  - Get off at Prospect Station
  - Walk to University House

Map your own route at maps.google.com